ARTEE backed the MA to seek permission for
Criminal Conspiracy Case in ACP PATNA
Often people blame us for not doing anything in the issue of ACP Patna,
Some people demanded that criminal conspiracy case should be filed
against Respondents.
Among all cases for ACP Patna the OA 2591/2014 is the strongest case.
In this case six applicants filed an OA which was disposed in admission
stage itself with the direction to consider the representation and grant the
benefit if applicants are similarly situated or issue a reasoned speaking
order. As usual Department issued a Speaking Order that they cannot be
extended the benefit of ACP as they are not similarly situated. When the
applicants challenged the speaking order they were asked to challenge it
through a fresh OA.
Applicants filed OA 2591/2014 and it is allowed on merit in favor of
applicants. But even in this case also department again issued a speaking
order on 13.10.2015.
How many times a case will be decided and Department will wash its hands
just by issuing one speaking Order?. In this case Department conveyed that
applicants are similarly situated. So this in the strongest case in among all
ACP cases. So it is clear case of double speak, filing false Affidavit &
misguiding the Hon’ble CAT.
ARTEE has conveyed its full support and funding to take up this case since
last 10 months and were trying to convince the applicants for filing the MA.
But unfortunately the applicants were not ready.
Now we succeed in convincing the applicant and with his consent one MA is
filed in CAT to seek permission to file a Case of Criminal Conspiracy. This is
a procedure for filing Case of Criminal Conspiracy.
The file of OA has to come from Registry and then the MA will be listed.
In this case, we are going to challenge the speaking order in the Hon'ble
High Court Delhi also. If we succeed in getting permission to file the
Criminal Case it will bring the Management on back foot on the issue of
Patna ACP.
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